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Abstract An approach to argumentation attempts to model the partner’s evaluative
criteria, and by attempting to work with it rather than against it. To this end, the
utterances generated aim to influence the partner to believe what we believe to be
in his best interests — although it may not be in fact. The utterances aim to convey
what is so, and not to point out “where the partner is wrong”. This behaviour is
intended to lead to the development of lasting relationships between agents.

1 Introduction

This paper is based in rhetorical argumentation [1] and is in the area labelled:
information-based agency[3]. An information-based agent has an identity, values,
needs, plans and strategies all of which are expressed using a fixed ontology in
probabilistic logic for internal representation. All of the forgoing is represented in
the agent’s deliberative machinery. [2] describes a rhetorical argumentation frame-
work that supports argumentative negotiation. It does this by taking into account:
the relative information gain of a new utterance and the relative semantic distance
between an utterance and the dialogue history. Then [4] considered the effect that
argumentative dialogues have on the on-goingrelationshipbetween a pair of nego-
tiating agents.

This paper is written from the point of view of an agentα that is engaged in
argumentative interaction with agentβ . The history of all argumentative exchanges
is the agents’relationship. We assume that their utterances,u, can be organised
into distinct dialogues,Ψ t . We assume thatα andβ are negotiating with the mutual
aim of signing a contract, where the contract will be an instantiation of the mutually-
understood objecto(Ψ t). An argumentation agent has to perform two key functions:
to understand incoming utterances and to generate responses.
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2 Assessing a Contract

No matter what interaction strategy an agent uses, and no matter whether the com-
munication language is that of simple bargaining or rich argumentation, a negoti-
ation agent will have to decide whether or not to sign each contract on the table.
An agent’s preferences may be uncertain. In which case, we ask the question: “how
certain am I thatδ = (φ ,ϕ) is a good contract to sign?” — under realistic con-
ditions this may be easy to estimate.Pt(sign(α,β ,χ ,δ )) estimates the certainty,
expressed as a probability, thatα should sign proposalδ in satisfaction of her
needχ , where in(φ ,ϕ) φ is α ’s commitment andϕ is β ’s. α will accept δ if:
Pt(sign(α,β ,χ ,δ )) > c, for some level of certaintyc.

To estimatePt(sign(α,β ,χ ,δ )), α will be concerned about what will occur if
contractδ is signed. If agentα receives a commitment fromβ , α will be interested
in any variation betweenβ ’s commitment,ϕ, and what is actually observed, as the
enactment,ϕ ′. We denote the relationship between commitment and enactment:

Pt(Observe(α,ϕ ′)|Commit(β ,α ,ϕ))

simply asPt(ϕ ′|ϕ) ∈M t , and nowα has to estimate her belief in the acceptability
of each possible outcomeδ ′ = (φ ′,ϕ ′). LetPt(acc(α,χ,δ ′)) denoteα ’s estimate of
her belief that the outcomeδ ′ will be acceptable in satisfaction of her needχ, then
we have:

Pt(sign(α,β ,χ,δ )) = f (Pt(δ ′|δ ),Pt(acc(α,χ ,δ ′))) (1)

for some functionf ; if f is the arithmetic product then this expression is mathemat-
ical expectation.f may be more sensitive; for example, it may be defined to ensure
that no contract is signed if there is a significant probability for a catastrophic out-
come.

There is no prescriptive way in whichα should definePt(acc(α ,χ ,δ ′)); the fol-
lowing three components at least will be required.Pt(satisfy(α,χ,δ ′)) represents
α ’s belief that enactmentδ ′ will satisfy her needχ. Pt(obj(δ ′)) representsα ’s be-
lief that δ ′ is a fair deal against the open marketplace — it representsα ’s objective
valuation.Pt(sub(α ,χ ,δ ′)) representsα ’s belief thatδ ′ is acceptable in her own
terms taking account of her ability to meet her commitmentφ [2] [3], and any way
in which δ ′ has value to her personally — it representsα ’s subjectivevaluation.
That is:

Pt(acc(α,χ,δ ′)) = g(Pt(satisfy(α,χ ,δ ′)),Pt(obj(δ ′)),Pt(sub(α,χ,δ ′))) (2)

for some functiong.
Suppose that an agent is able to estimate:Pt(satisfy(α,χ,δ ′)), Pt(obj(δ ′)) and

Pt(sub(α,χ ,δ ′)). The specification of the aggregatingg function will then be a
strictly subjective decision. A highly cautious agent may choose to define:
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Pt(acc(α,χ ,δ ′)) =





1 if: Pt(satisfy(α,χ,δ ′)) > η1

∧ Pt(obj(δ ′)) > η2 ∧ Pt(sub(α,χ ,δ ′)) > η3

0 otherwise.

for some threshold constantsηi .
First β must give meaning toPt(satisfy(β ,χ,δ )) by defining suitable criteria

and the way that the belief should be aggregated across those criteria. Suppose
the information acquisition process is managed by a planπ. Let random variable
X representPt(ease-of-use(β ,δ ) = ei) where theei are values from an evaluation
space that could beE ={fantastic, acceptable, just OK, shocking}. Then given a
sequences that was supposed to achieve taskτ, suppose thatβ ’s tame human rates
s as evidence for ease-of-use ase∈ E with probability z. Suppose thatβ attaches
a weightingRt(π,τ,s) to s, 0 < R < 1, which is β ’s estimate of thesignificance
of the observation of sequences within plan π as an indicator of the true value of
X. For example, the on the basis of the observation aloneβ might rate ease-of-
use ase= acceptable with probabilityz= 0.8, and separately give a weighting of
Rt(π,τ,s) = 0.9 to the sequencesas an indicator of ease-of-use. For an information-
based agent each planπ has associatedupdate functions, Jπ(·), such thatJX

π (s) is
a set of linear constraints on the posterior distribution forX. In this example, the
posterior value of ‘acceptable’ would simply be constrained to 0.8.

Denote the prior distributionPt(X) by p, and letp(s) be the distribution with
minimum relative entropy with respect top: p(s) = argminr ∑ j r j log

r j
p j

that satisfies

the constraintsJX
s (s). Then letq(s) be the distribution:

q(s) = Rt(π,τ,s)×p(s) +(1−Rt(π,τ,s))×p (3)

and then let:

Pt(X(s)) =

{
q(s) if q(s) is more interesting thanp
p otherwise

(4)

A general measure of whetherq(s) is more interesting thanp is: K(q(s)‖D(X)) >

K(p‖D(X)), whereK(x‖y) = ∑ j x j log
x j
y j

is the Kullback-Leibler distance between

two probability distributionsx andy, andD(X) is the expected distribution in the
absence of any observations —D(X) could be the maximum entropy distribution.
Finally,Pt+1(X) = Pt(X(s)). This procedure deals with integrity decay, and with two
probabilities: first, the probabilityz in the rating of the sequences that was intended
to achieveτ, and secondβ ’s weightingRt(π,τ,s) of the significance ofτ as an
indicator of the true value ofX. Equation 4 is intended to prevent weak information
from decreasing the certainty ofPt+1(X). For example if the current distribution
is (0.1,0.7,0.1,0.1), indicating an “acceptable” rating, then weak evidenceP(X =
acceptable) = 0.25 is discarded.
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3 Modelling the Argumentation Partner

In this Section we consider how the agent models its partner’s contract acceptance
logic in an argumentative context. In Section 2 we discussed modelling contract
acceptance, but there is much more to be done.
Estimating β ’s evaluative criteria. α ’s world model,M t , contains probability dis-
tributions that model the agent’s belief in the world, including the state ofβ . In par-
ticular, for every criterionc∈ C α associates a random variableC with probability
mass functionPt(C = ei).

The distributions that relate object to criteria may be learned from prior experi-
ence. IfPt(C = e|O = o) is the prior distribution for criteriaC over an evaluation
space given that the object iso, then given evidence from a completed negotiation
with object o we use the standard update procedure described in Section 2. For
example, given evidence thatα believes with probabilityp thatC = ei in a negoti-
ation with objecto thenPt+1(C = e|O = o) is the result of applying the constraint
P(C = ei |O = o) = p with minimum relative entropy inference as described pre-
viously, where the result of the process is protected by Equation 4 to ensure that
weak evidence does not override prior estimates. In the absence of evidence of the
form described above, the distributions,Pt(C = e|O = o), should gradually tend to
ignorance. If a decay-limit distribution [2] is known they should tend to it otherwise
they should tend to the maximum entropy distribution.

In a multiagent system, this approach can be strengthened in repeated negotia-
tions by including the agent’s identity,Pt(C = e|(O= o,Agent= β )) and exploiting
a similarity measure across the ontology. Two methods for propagating estimates
across the world model by exploiting theSim(·) measure are described in [2]. An
extension of theSim(·) measure to sets of concepts is straightforward, we will note
it asSim∗(·).
Disposition: shaping the stance.Agentβ ’s dispositionis the underlying rationale
that he has for a dialogue.α will be concerned with the confidence inα ’s beliefs
of β ’s disposition as this will affect the certainty with whichα believes she knows
β ’s key criteria. Gauging disposition in human discourse is not easy, but is certainly
not impossible. We form expectations about what will be said next; when those
expectations are challenged we may well believe that there is a shift in the rationale.

α ’s model ofβ ’s dispositionis DC = Pt(C = e|O = o) for everycriterion in the
ontology, whereo is the object of the negotiation.α ’s confidence inβ ’s disposition
is the confidence he has in these distributions. Given a negotiation objecto, confi-
dence will be aggregated fromH(C = e|O = o) for everycriterion in the ontology.

4 Strategies

This section describes the components of an argumentation strategy starting with
tools for valuing information revelation that are used to model the fairness of a
negotiation dialogue.
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Information Revelation: computing counter proposals.Everything that an agent
communicates gives away information.Illocutionary categoriesand anontology
together form a framework in which the value of information exchanged can be
categorised. The LOGIC framework for argumentative negotiation [4] is based on
five illocutionary categories: Legitimacy of the arguments, Options i.e. deals that
are acceptable, Goals i.e. motivation for the negotiation, Independence i.e: outside
options, and Commitments that the agent has including its assets. In general,α has a
set of illocutionary categoriesY and a categorising functionκ : L →P(Y ). The
power set,P(Y ), is required as some utterances belong to multiple categories. For
example, in the LOGIC framework the utterance “I will not pay more for a bottle
of Beaujolais than the price that John charges” is categorised as both Option (what
I will accept) and Independence (what I will do if this negotiation fails).

Then two central concepts describe relationships and dialogues between a pair
of agents. These areintimacy — degree of closeness, andbalance— degree of
fairness. In this general model, theintimacyof α ’s relationship withβ , At , measures
the amount thatα knows aboutβ ’s private information and is represented as real
numeric values overG = Y ×V.

Supposeα receives utteranceu from β and that categoryy∈ κ(u). For any con-
ceptx ∈ V, define∆(u,x) = maxx′∈concepts(u) Sim(x′,x). Denote the value ofAt

i in
position(y,x) by At

(y,x) then:

At
(y,x) = ρ×At−1

(y,x) +(1−ρ)× I(u)×∆(u,x)

for anyx, whereρ is the discount rate, andI(u) is theinformation1 in u. Thebalance
of α ’s relationship withβi , Bt , is the element by element numeric difference ofAt

andα ’s estimate ofβ ’s intimacy onα.
Given the needs model,υ , α ’s relationship model(Relate(·)) determines the tar-

getintimacy, A∗ti , and targetbalance, B∗ti , for each agenti in the known set of agents

Agents. That is,{(A∗ti ,Bt
∗i)}|Agents|

i=1 = Relate(υ ,X,Y,Z) where,X i is the trust model,
Y i is the honour model andZ i is the reliability model as described in [2]. As noted
before, the values for intimacy and balance are not simple numbers but are struc-
tured sets of values overY ×V.

When a need firesα first selects an agentβi to negotiate with — the so-
cial model of trust, honour and reliability provide input to this decision, i.e.βi =
Select(χ ,X,Y,Z). We assume that in her social model,α has medium-term inten-
tions for the state of the relationship that she desires with each of the available
agents — these intentions are represented as the target intimacy,A∗ti , and target bal-
ance,B∗ti , for each agentβi . These medium-term intentions are then distilled into
short-term targets for the intimacy,A∗∗ti , and balance,B∗∗ti , to be achieved in the
current dialogueΨ t , i.e. (A∗∗ti ,B∗∗ti ) = Set(χ,A∗ti ,B∗ti ). In particular, if the balance

1 Information is measured in the Shannon sense, if at timet, α receives an utteranceu that may
alter this world model then the (Shannon)informationin u with respect to the distributions inM t

is: I(u) =H(M t)−H(M t+1).
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target,B∗∗ti , is grossly exceeded byβ failing to co-operate then it becomes a trigger
for α to terminate the negotiation.
Computing argumentsFor an information-based agent, an incoming utterance is
only of interest if it reduces the uncertainty (entropy) of the world model in some
way. Information-based argumentation is particularly interested in the effect that an
argumentative utterance has in the world model includingβ ’s disposition, andα ’s
estimate ofβ ’s assessment of current proposals in terms of its criteria.

If u requestsα to perform a task thenu may modifyβ ’s disposition i.e. the set
of conditional estimates of the form:Pt(C = e|O = o)). If β rates and comments
on the demonstration of a sequence then this affectsα ’s estimate ofβ ’s likelihood
to accept a contract as described in Equation 1 (this is concerned withhow β will
apply his criteria).

Suppose thatu rates and comments on the performance of a sequence then that
sequence will have been demonstrated in response to a request to perform a task.
Given a task,τ, and a object,s, α may have estimates forPt(C = e|(O= o,T = τ))
— if so then this suggests a link between the task and a set of one or more criteria
Cu. The effect thatu has onβ ’s criteria (what ever they are) will be conveyed as
the rating. We assume that for every criterion and object pair(C,o) α has a supply
of positive argumentative statementsL(C,o). Supposeα wishes to counter the nega-
tively ratedu with a positively ratedu′. LetΨu be the set of all arguments exchanged
betweenα andβ prior to u in the dialogue. LetMu ⊆L(C,o) for anyC ∈Cµ . Let
Nu ⊆Mu such that∀x∈ Nu and∀u′ ∈Ψu, Sim∗(concepts(x),concepts(u′)) > η for
some constantη . SoNu is a set of arguments all of which (a) have a positive effect
on at least one criterion associated with the negativeu, and (b) are at ‘some distance’
(determined byr) from arguments already exchanged. Then:

u′ =

{
argminu′∈Nu Sim∗(concepts(u),concepts(u′)) if Nu 6= /0

argminu′∈Mu Sim∗(concepts(u),concepts(u′)) otherwise.

So using only ‘fresh’ arguments,α prefers to choose a counter argument tou that is
semantically close tou, and if that is not possible she chooses an argument that has
some general positive effect on the criteria and may not have been used previously.
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